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APPLICABIUTV

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.0.1 Surveillance Requirements shall be met during thw OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS
or other conditions specified for inoividual Limiting Conditions for 0Aey g nunless otherwise stated in an individual Surveillance Requirement, ant e, $

4.0.2 Each Surveillance Requirement-shall be performed within the specified

-t4me interval with/ 9 r

-a,.L-f maximus allowable extension not to exceed 25% of the surveillance3
intervag but.

b. The-combined-t4me 4nteneMon-any-bconsecutive-surve4444nce-4eteeve4-
-sha44-not 4xcee4-M5-t4mes-the-spec 4f4+c-surve4444nce-4*terveh

4.0.3 Failure to perform a Surveillance Requirement within the allowed
surveillance interval, defined by Specification 4.0.2, shall constitute noncom-
pliance with the OPERABILITY requirements for a Limiting Condition for Operation.
The time limits of the ACTION requirements are applicable at the time it is
identified that a Surveillance Requirement has not been performed. The ACTION
reouirements may be delayed for up to 24 hours to permit the completion of that
surveillance wnen tne allowable outage time limits of the ACTION requirements
are less than 24 hours. Surveillance Requirements do not have to be performec
on inoperable equipment.
4.0.4 Entry into an CPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified applicable
condition shall not be made unless the Surveillance Requirement (s) associated
with the Limiting Condition for Operation have been performed within the
appifcable surveillance interval or as otherwise specified. This provision
shall not prevent passage through or to OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS as required to
comply with ACTION requirements.
4.0.5 Surveillance Requirements for inservice inspection and testing of ASME
Code Class 1, 2, & 3 components shall be applicable as follows:

a. Inservice inspection of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components and
inservice testing of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 pumos and valves
shall be performed in accordance with Section XI of the ASME Boiler

and Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda as required by 10 CFR
50, Section 50.55a(g), except where specific written relief has been
granted by the Coemission cursuant to 10 CFR 50, 3ection 50.55a(g)
(6) (1).

, b. Surveillance intervals specified in Section XI of tie ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vesrel Code ane applicable Addenda for the inservice
inspection and testing activities recuired by the ASME Boiler and
Pressurs Vessel Codt and appli. cable Addenda shall be applicable as
follows in these Technical Specifications:

,
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BASES (Con't) _

4.0.1 This specification establishes the reouirement that surveillances
must be performed during the OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other conditions for
which the requirements of the Limiting Conditions for Operation apply unless
othemise stated in an individual Surveillance Requirement. The purpose 2f
this specification is to ensure that surveillances are performed to verify the
operational status of systans and comoonents and that parameters are within
specified limits to ensure safe operation of the facility wnen the plant is in
an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition for which the individual
Limiting Concitions for Operation are applicable. Surveillance Requirements do
not have to be perfonned wnen the f acility is in an OPERATIONAL CONDITION for
which the requirements of the associated Limiting Condition for Operation do
not apply unless othemise specified. The Surveillance Requirements associated
with a Special Test Exception are only applicable when the Special Test Excep-

tion is used as an allowaole exception to the requiy@ts of a specification,gma
4.0.2 This specification establishes the conoinens-undee wnich the spe-n

:ified time interval for Surveillance Requirements may be extenced.f 4tesHer D
permits an allowable extension of the normal surveillance interval to facilitate
surveillance scheduling and consideration of plant operating conditions that
may not be suitable for conducting the surveillance; e.g. , transient conditions
or other ongoing surveillance or maintenance activities. )Jtee-e-+4mRs-the 3Q
un 0f the-prev 444sas-of-4tesar--te-enswee--that it is-not-usee-repeatedly-to-

-extend the-seve444ar.se-4nterval bcy; ;d thet-speciffed. The limitwf-Spectf4 4 /
44t4en-4rorG-are based on engineering judgment and the recognition that the most
procable result of any particular surveillance being performed is the verifica-

These-prev +s4 ens-are- |tion of conformance with the Surveillance Requirements.A h surveillance activ-sufficient to ensure that the reliability obtained throug
ities is not significantly degraded beyond that obtained from the spec 1fied Insert
surveillance interval. 8

i 4.0.3 This specification establishes the failure to perform a Surveillance

| Recuirement within the allowed surveillance interval, definea by the provisiens
of Specification 4.0.2, as a condition that constitutes a failure to meet the
OPERABILITY requirements for a Limiting Condition for Operation. Under the pro-

! visions of this specification, systems and comoonents are assumed to be OPERABLE
wnen Surveillance Requirements have been satisfactorily performed within the
specified time interval. However, nothing in this provision is to be construed
as implying that systems or unponents are OPERABLE when they are found or known
to be inoperable although still meeting the Surveillance Requirements. This
specification also clarifies that the ACTION requirements are applicaule when
Surveillance Requirments have not been completed within the allowed surveil-

| lance interval and thit the time limits of the ACTION requirements apply from
| the point in time it 13 identified that a surveillance has not been performed
'

and not at the time tha' the allowed surveillance interval was exceeded. Com-
pletion of the Surveillance Requirement within the allowaole outage time limits
of the ACTION requirements restores compliance with the requirements of Specifi-
cation 4. 0. 3. However, this does not negate the fact that the failure to have
performed the surveillance within the allowed surveillance interval, defined by
the provisions of Specification 4.0.2, was a violation of the OPERABILITY
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In grt A:

It also provides ticxibility t so modate the icngth of a fumi cycle for
surveillances that are perforeca at each refueling outage and are sr-af fled with
an 18-month surveillance interval. It is not inteided that this ,irov.sion be
used repeatedly as a convenience to extend surveillance intervaln beyond that
specified for sorveillances that are not performed during refueling outages.
The limitation of Specification 4.0.2 is

,

Insert B:

This provision is

.
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